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Children’s/YA Collection Development and Weeding Survey Summary 
 

METHODOLOGY: A survey invite was emailed to approximately 13,000 U.S. school librarians and 10,000 
U.S. public librarians on February 5, 2021, with a reminder to non-responders on 
February 15. The survey was also advertised in SLJ newsletters and via social media. The 
survey closed on March 6 with 784 U.S. responses.  

Tabulation and analysis was done in-house by SLJ research. The data is unweighted.  

The majority of survey questions were worded to apply to both school and public 
libraries. Select questions were broken out by library type if the question wording 
and/or answer choices warranted it. Tables in this report are segmented by type of 
library for easy comparisons. 

  

 DEMOGRAPHICS:  
 
• Responses to the survey came from 55 percent public libraries (n=427) and 45 percent school libraries 

(n=357). 
• School library respondents comprise 41 percent elementary schools, 16 percent middle schools, 22 

percent high schools, and 15 percent K-12/K-8 schools. 
• The public libraries responding are segmented into three groups by population served: small (38% 

serving less than 25K), medium (39% serving 25K-99K), and large (23% serving 100K+). 
• Only responses from the United States are included in the sample. Responses were received from all 50 

states and Washington, D.C. 
• The U.S. regions represented in the sample vary by type of library. The largest cohort of public libraries 

is located in the Midwest. The largest cohort of school libraries is in the South. 
 Public Schools 
 Midwest 31.7% 20.7% 
 Northeast 30.2% 19.8% 
 South 21.7% 35.0% 
 West/Mountain 16.4% 24.6% 

 
• Respondents identified the metro status of the area they work in as 48 percent suburban, 26 percent 

small town, 23 percent urban, and 17 percent rural. (This question accepted multiple answers to 
account for public libraries that serve a broad area.) In the tables, SLJ has combined small town and rural 
into one group. 

• Almost all respondents are involved in making purchasing decisions for their library’s children’s and/or 
YA materials. Seventy-eight percent are purchasing decision-makers, 20 percent recommend materials 
for purchase, and only 2 percent are not involved in the purchasing process. 
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SUMMARY:  
 
Ebook and Downloadable Audio Collections: 

• The survey asks several questions specifically about print book, ebook, and downloadable audio 
collections.  

o Please note that 18 percent of responding schools said they do not purchase ebooks and 35 
percent do not purchase downloadable audio. 

o We know from previous LJ studies that nearly all public libraries have digital collections. 
 
Circulation Changes in Last Year: 

• 73 percent of public libraries and 70 percent of school libraries report experiencing a decrease in print 
book circulation versus a year ago.  

o Print book circulation decreases were even more evident in high school libraries (84%) and the 
largest public libraries (82%). 

• Ebook circulation, on the other hand, increased for 91 percent of public libraries and 69 percent of the 
school libraries that have ebooks.  

o Middle school libraries (78%) and the largest public libraries (98%) were the most likely to report 
an increase in ebook circulation.  

• Eighty-five percent of public libraries and half of schools experienced an increase in downloadable audio 
circulation. 

o The biggest increases in downloadable audio circulation occurred in middle schools (66%) and 
the largest public libraries (96%). 

• Just over half (55%) of respondents who said their circulation of electronic YA/children’s materials had 
increased predict that the increase will ‘probably’ continue post-pandemic. Another 11 percent believe 
increased circulation levels will ‘definitely’ continue. There was not too much variation in answers 
between the two library types. 

 
Purchasing Decisions 

• We asked schools to tell us who is responsible for making purchase decisions for print books, ebooks, 
and downloadable audiobooks: 

o In 99 percent of schools, the decision to purchase print books is made by the librarian at the 
school level. In 6 percent of schools, print books are a district-level decision. (Percentages add to 
more than 100% because this question accepted multiple answers.) 

o If the school offers ebooks, 86 percent say the librarian makes ebook purchasing decisions. For 
23 percent of schools, ebook purchasing is done at the district-level. 

o Similarly, if schools have downloadable audiobooks, 84 percent of school libraries make those 
purchasing decisions. At 23 percent of schools, downloadable audio purchasing is done at the 
district level. 
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Formats Purchased 
 

• Even though there’s been a marked decline in print book circulation over the last year, 66 percent of 
public and 56 percent of school libraries report that there’s been no change in the number of print 
books they’ve purchased compared to 12 months ago. Twenty-seven percent or public and 30 percent 
of schools acknowledge they’re purchasing fewer print books now. 

o Large public libraries are particularly likely (43%) to be purchasing fewer print books now. 
 
• Thirty-nine percent of schools report purchasing more ebooks now than last year at this time. Twelve 

percent of schools began purchasing ebooks for the first time during the pandemic. Sixty-five percent of 
public libraries have purchased more ebooks in the last year than previously. 

o Middle schools and high schools were more likely than elementary schools to start purchasing 
ebooks for the first time.  

o Eighty-five percent of the largest public libraries, serving over 100K populations, are purchasing 
more ebooks now than they did 12 months ago. 

 
• Just over half of public libraries (56%) and one-fifth of school libraries (19%) say they are purchasing 

more downloadable audiobooks now than they did pre-pandemic. Two percent of public libraries and 9 
percent of school libraries added downloadable audio to their collections for the first time in the last 
year.  

o Mostly middle schools (28%) and the very largest public libraries (77%) say they have purchased 
more downloadable audio this year than last. 

 
• The table below shows the average number of children’s/YA print books, ebooks, and digital audiobooks 

that respondents estimate their libraries purchased in 2020:  
o The number of titles purchased by public libraries in 2020 breaks down to 55 percent print, 24 

percent ebooks, and 17 percent downloadable audio.  
o Middle schools bought about the same number of ebooks as they did print books (41 percent 

print, 41 percent ebooks, 18 percent audio). Elementary and high schools bought a higher 
proportion of print books than middle schools (69% and 66% respectively). 
 

Average # of 
children’s/YA 
titles purchased 
in 2020: 

PUBLIC LIBRARIES SCHOOL LIBRARIES 
All 
Public 
libraries 

Small  
(< 25K) 

Medium 
(25K-99K) 

Large 
(100K+) 

All 
Schools 

Elem- 
entary 

Middle 
Schools 

High 
Schools 

Print books 3,386 1,856 3,161 6,794 460.7 395.0 390.6 601.8 
Ebooks 1,579 830 1,171 3,663 228.7 146.9 388.2 172.1 
Downloadable 
audio 

1,137 770 721 2,504 121.5 26.8 172.4 142.1 
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Book Categories 
 

• Reporting on the breakdown of book categories they purchased in 2020 (for youth in all formats): 
o Public libraries estimate that 31 percent were picture books, 24 percent were middle grade 

titles, 19 percent were YA titles, 18 percent transitional books (including chapter books and 
early readers), and 8 percent were board books.  

o As would be expected, the breakdown for school libraries varies based on the grades served in 
the school. It’s interesting that middle schools brought in 62 percent middle grade titles and 29 
percent young adult titles. High schools focused on collecting young adult (88%), but 10 percent 
of titles were middle grade.  

 
Titles purchased for 
young people in 2020 
(all formats): 

 Schools 

 Public Library Elementary Middle School High School 
% YA 19.4 2.8 29.4 87.7 
% Middle grade 23.7 23.0 62.3 10.1 
% Transitional books 18.4 36.3 5.1 1.2 
% Picture books 30.7 37.0 2.8 0.9 
% Board books 7.7 0.9 0.4 0.2 

 
• Across all library types, the fiction versus nonfiction breakdown for print books purchased in 2020 is 

about 2-to-1 in favor of fiction. In public libraries, ebooks and downloadable audio are heavier weighted 
toward fiction (approximately 4-to-1).  

o Schools also consistently purchase much more fiction than nonfiction audio titles. 
o It is in ebooks that we see differences in purchasing by type of school. Middle schools focused 

quite a bit on fiction ebooks (78% fiction). High schools purchased the largest proportion of 
nonfiction ebooks—40 percent. 

 
2020 Fiction vs. 
Nonfiction 
Purchasing  

 Schools 
Public 
Library 

All Schools Elementary* Middle 
School* 

High 
School* 

Print Books      
   Fiction % 69.5 65.8 62.6 69.9 69.4 
   Nonfiction % 30.5 34.2 37.4 30.1 30.6 
Ebooks      
   Fiction % 81.8 65.2 61.8 77.7 59.7 
   Nonfiction % 18.2 34.8 38.2 22.3 40.3 
Downloadable 
Audio 

     

   Fiction % 85.9 85.0 86.8 86.9 85.0 
   Nonfiction % 14.1 15.0 13.2 13.1 15.0 

 *small base sizes 
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• Sixty-three percent of public libraries indicated that their 2020 children’s and YA purchasing reflected 

the increased needs of remote learners and homeschooling families. Open-ended responses indicate 
that this meant more digital materials, more STEM focused materials, and more materials specifically for 
parents teaching for the first time were purchased. 

 
Collection Evaluation and Weeding 

• Public libraries are more likely to have newer children’s/YA collections than school libraries.  Public 
libraries estimate that 26 percent of their collection was published in the last two years. School libraries 
estimate that about 17 percent of their collection was published in the last two years.  

o The percentage of newly published works does not vary much by public library size. 
o In schools, the average is considerably lower in elementary schools (13.2%) than in high school 

libraries (23.6%). 
 
Children’s/YA 
Collections 

PUBLIC LIBRARIES SCHOOL LIBRARIES 
All Public 
libraries 

Small  
(< 25K) 

Medium 
(25K-99K) 

Large 
(100K+) 

All 
Schools 

Elem- 
entary 

Middle 
Schools 

High 
Schools 

Average % 
published in 
last two years 

26.2 25.2 26.7 27.0 16.5 13.2 15.6 23.6 

 
 

• The CREW method of weeding is employed by 55 percent of respondents (63% of public librarians and 
49% of school librarians). Almost a third of all respondents are unaware of the CREW method. 

• Public librarians estimate that 10 percent of their children’s/YA collections was weeded last year. This is 
consistent with the 8 percent of collection weeding reported by school librarians. 

• The three most common reasons/criteria for weeding are condition of books, outdated nonfiction, and 
items not being checked out. There are slight differences between public and school libraries’ weeding 
criteria. For instance, inappropriate content is weeded more often in school libraries. 
 

Criteria for Weeding Public Schools 
Condition of books 95.1% 97.3% 
Outdated nonfiction 87.6% 94.6% 
Items not checked out 95.6% 87.6% 
Factually inaccurate nonfiction 69.9% 74.4% 
Inappropriate content (e.g., racist, biased, etc.) 47.3% 65.1% 
Need more space/Not enough shelf space 69.5% 45.0% 
New edition available 58.8% 31.4% 
Too many titles on one subject 27.0% 27.1% 

 
• A quarter of respondents (both public and school libraries) say their weeding criteria have changed over 

the last few years. In a follow-up question, common reasons include an increased awareness of 
unconscious racial bias, inclusion and diversity, and a need to be more ruthless about weeding because 
of decreasing library space. 
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• Forty-two percent of public libraries and 37 percent of school libraries have received criticism in 
response to collection weeding. 

o Co-workers and patrons are the most likely to deliver pushback on weeding in public libraries. 
o Faculty is the number one opponent to weeding in schools.  

• School librarians are slightly more likely (50%) to focus weeding efforts at select times of the year than 
public librarians (40%).   

o Public libraries tend to focus on less busy times of year such as the winter months or after their 
Summer Reading program has ended. 

o Schools that focus on a select time of year tend to weed over the summer months or at the end 
of the school year during inventory. 

 
• Nearly half of public libraries (47 percent) say they are weeding more during the pandemic, 21 percent 

are weeding less, and 29 percent are weeding the same amount. School libraries are split between 
weeding more (32 percent) or less (33 percent), and 27 percent are weeding the same amount as 
before.  

o Reasons cited by public libraries for weeding less include not being in the building, or skewed 
print circulation stats due to COVID. Public libraries that are weeding more often cite they have 
more time now without patrons in the building. Also, it’s a necessity because the shelves are so 
full. 

o School libraries are weeding less because they don’t have enough time, or because they are not 
physically in the school library. Some also cited that many library books were lost last year when 
the school closed abruptly and items were not returned. ‘More time’ is the most common 
answer why schools may be weeding more.  
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